Nakasone and Reagan meet as House passes strict trade bill
Japanese Prime Minister Yasuhiro Nakasone met with President Reagan yesterday, having arrived in Washington Wednesday night. Nakasone has said he'd use the trip to sell President Reagan that his country is complying with an agreement to halt semiconductor dumping. He is expected to urge Reagan to repeal US sanctions. But a White House official said the United States needs proof that Tokyo is in fact complying before the tariffs will be withdrawn.

As Nakasone and Reagan met, the House passed a sweeping trade bill which would try to force Japan and other US trading partners to modernize their trade surpluses or risk retaliation. The Senate is expected to charge the measure drastically.

Sports
Isles force seventh-game showdown: Quebec ties series with Montreal
Mike Bossy and Bryan Trottier kept the New York Islanders in Tuesday's Game 6 of their Adams Division playoff series, defeating the Philadelphia Flyers 4-2 last night and tying their best-of-seven series at 3-3. Bossy and Trottier each had a goal and an assist; Ken Leiter and Bob Bassen put in the Islanders' other two goals.
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